EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S CORNER
It is hard to believe that another year has come
and gone. The Carolina Loggers Association has
had a very successful year. We have now created
a 527 super PAC (Business for Sustainable
Forestry) to be used for several worthwhile
endeavors promoting the logging industry in a
professional and positive manner. CLA has also
become the supporting sponsor for Log a Load for
Kids in North Carolina. A 501c3 education
foundation (Carolina Loggers Foundation) has
been established to promote and serve the needs
of the Log a Load activities within the state.

soon be calling on members to help support the recovery of fellow
associates who were impacted by the flood. Please give to this cause
when called upon.
I once again say to you all what a privilege and an honor it is to work
for each one of you. Thank you.
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Jack Swanner, CLA
Executive Director

An executive retreat was held in April by the CLA Executive
Committee to discuss and outline the direction of the CLA future.
Clear and positive directions on many issues were established by the
Executive Committee to help guide your Association into the next few
years. One item that was discussed was to expand the Board of
Directors so members of our industry with diverse interests and
backgrounds are included. Two new board members have been
added. Keith Biggs with Forestry Mutual Insurance was added to the
Executive Committee and Brad Woodruff with James River
Equipment was added to the Board of Directors. Other appointments
will be made to insure the CLA has people who can help shape our
message and mission to promote a profitable future for all CLA
members.
This has been a quite year on the legislative issues that affect your
business - at least at the state level. Don’t be fooled into a false
sense of security. There are tax issues, wage issues and regulatory
issues that always loom on the horizon. I think we all remember the
sales tax issue that came up a mere two years ago. It should be clear
this year that this country is run by those who show up and support
their interest. No matter your political beliefs, it is evident that each
vote counts. Several local races, statewide races and certainly
national races were determined by those that participated and in
some cases by a close margin. DON’T BE A VICTIM -HELP THE
CLA BY PARTICIPATING.
In February, the CLA held a successful annual meeting in
Wilmington, NC. Our 2017 meeting will once again return to The
Hilton Riverside in Wilmington. The dates are February 24th – 25th,
2017. Please plan to attend. The topics will be centered around
Women in Logging and your needs for a successful, profitable
operation.
This coming year will also see the return of the Mid-Atlantic Logging
Expo. The dates for that event are September 15th – 16th, 2017 and
will once again be held in the Smithfield, NC area. Be sure and make
plans to attend this great event.
North Carolina experienced tragic flooding in the wake of Hurricane
Matthew. The storm has passed but the devastation on peoples’
lives; including those that work for and are members of the logging
family, still exists. This devastation will not diminish any time soon.
The CLA is looking for ways to help our folks recover. The CLA will

The Carolina Logging Association is a non-profit corporation organized to promote
logging professionalism and business opportunities for the entire forest products
network that logging supports by:
being a specific and unified voice for timber harvesters in NC,
increasing the professionalism of the timber harvesting industry by networking
information and using business contacts,
educating others about how the logging industry harvests and transports products
safely and with sound environmental practices,
maintaining professionalism by promoting and aiding in state certified logger
education programs and continuing education components, and by continuously
promoting worker safety and professionalism in the logging industry by creating and
maintaining relationships with other industry associations, government agencies, and
allied industry partners.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Frankie Arrants – Arrants Logging, Inc.
Keith Biggs – Forestry Mutual Insurance Company
Timmy Bowling – Bowling Logging
Chip Capps, Jr. – Arcola Logging Co. Inc.
Glenn Coleman, III – Inez Forest Industries
Billy Corey - Tim-Con Wood Products, Inc.
Steve Crawley – Crawley Timber Company
Bobby Goodson – Goodson’s All Terrain Logging, Inc.
Mike Goodson – Michael L. Goodson Logging, Inc.
C.K. Greene – Virginia Custom Thinning
Scottie Greene – Greene Logging & Chipping, LLC
Perry Hunt – Hunt Forest Resources
Eddie Johnson – Timber Specialists
DK Knight – Timber Harvesting Magazine
Jimmie Locklear – Forestry Mutual Insurance Company
Norman Nance – Pine State Group, Inc.
Sherwood Padgette – Padgette Logging Company, Inc.
Alfred Price – Price Logging, Inc.
Joe Ross – J&J Logging
Tracy Swain – Swain & Temple Logging, Inc.
Ben Twiddy – CTW Forest Products, LLC
Brad Woodruff – James River Equipment
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Rollover Accidents Are
Preventable
Rollovers? Ever been affected by
this type of mishap? Most, if not all
rollovers are preventable. In a very
small number of cases, some
rollovers occur due to other vehicles
that caused the mishap, while some
occur due to equipment failure. In
the forest product industry, log
trucks experience more rollovers
than chip vans.

Give yourself extra time so as not to feel rushed
Keep following distances so you have time to react to traffic
changes
Remember to give yourself adequate time, keep your speed under
control and maintain proper following distances. Above all else, keep
the truck and trailer on the pavement.

Log trailers have a higher center of
gravity than a normal cargo load. It
By: JJ Lemire
takes .4g’s (g’s - gravitational
forces) or less to rollover. A car
must exceed 1.3g’s compared to
1.1 g’s for a pickup truck or .8g’s for
a SUV for them to rollover. It is extremely easy to exceed the gforces on a log truck
Where do rollovers occur:
Drifting off the pavement onto a soft shoulder
Making a tight corner
Striking a curb
Running into a ditch
Entering or exiting onto a ramp at excessive speeds
Going around a curve too fast
Speed is the number one cause of rollovers. Too fast for the road
conditions on a good day will cause a rollover. Add rain, ice, sleet or
snow to the excessive speed and you will turn your loaded trailer
over. SLOW DOWN and adjust to weather and road conditions.
The weight of the load when a driver drifts off the pavement onto a
soft shoulder, can cause rutting and make it hard to return the vehicle
back onto the pavement. Sometimes the driver over reacts and jerks
the steering wheel will lead to a rollover. So what can you do?
Loading a trailer:
Heavy logs on the bottom
Loader operator should distribute the weight evenly throughout the
bunks
Make sure tie downs/binders/straps are tight before leaving the
deck
Check tie downs/binders/straps along the route as they will loosen.
Driving:
Use caution when turning or changing lanes
Slow down when entering or exiting onto highways
Follow speed limit signs going into curves
Keep the tires on the pavement
Do not let cell phones or CB radios distract you
Adjust your speed to the weather conditions
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Message from The Chairman of the Board
The election is over and the holiday
season is here! Man, I have so much
to be thankful for and I am sure you do
too. I'd like to give special thanks to our
founding fathers of the Carolina
Loggers Association - thank you to all
who started this organization. This
organization has saved my company
thousands of dollars over the last 3 to
4 years and is still working hard to
save me even more money. But as we
approach the holiday season I am sad
and heartbroken that business
people cannot see the value of this
organization and how it affects your
business. Whether you or a logger,
equipment dealer, tire salesman or mill Billy Corey — CLA Chairman of
worker; anyone who is related to the
the Board
forestry industry, if we are doing good
you are probably are as well. But this just didn't happen. People have
worked their butts off. And they have put thousands of dollars back
in. I mean a very small number of people. Let me say that again - a
very small number of people.

Send your contributions to:

Business for Sustainable Forestry
PO Box 785
Henderson, NC 27536
Best Regards,
Billy Corey
Chairman of the Board

P.S. The CLA Annual meeting is just around the corner. Man what a
blast we had last year! I sure hope we can duplicate what we did last
year or hopefully make it even better. I hear this year's meeting is
going be about “Women in the Woods”. Well not literally women in
the woods (get your mind out of the gutter!) But a presentation about
the women who are the backbone of our businesses. You don't want
to miss this one! I can't wait for this event to meet old friends and
make new ones. Y'all come join us, you will be glad you did . You
have my personal invitation. Hope to see you there. Wilmington. NC
Hilton Riverside, February 24th—25th, 2017. Look for details in your
mailbox soon!

We have taken a small sum of money and dedicated hard working
people and moved mountains. I know if you are a logger you are
saving bundles of money because of this work! Yes, bundles of
money. Let me explain. Have you bought any equipment? How much
tax did you pay? Have you had any loads that weighed over 80,000
pounds? How much was the ticket? Up to 90,000 pounds? Have you
bought any ditch crossing permits at $50 a pop? The list goes on; so
you see what I mean?
We need help - your help! We currently have one of the biggest
problems that could set us back; safety wise and financially. I knew
you have seen all the new proposed interstate highways? Nearly all
the roads that have 70-mile an hour speed limits will eventually be
interstate, so imagine if you were traveling with an 80,000-pound
load and are now under federal regulations. You will not have any
tolerance or you must run the back roads to your destination to enjoy
your tolerance. Now we believe we can be grandfathered in on these
new routes and keep our tolerances but it's going to take hard work
and money. So please help us, help you, by sending a check to:
Business for Sustainable Forestry Inc. PO Box 785 Henderson, NC
27536. Send a check. As you remember, I spoke about this in the
last newsletter and I'd like to thank the ones who responded. The
time is getting critical and we need contributions immediately. Thank
you for reading this entire message and please support the Business
for Sustainable Forestry financially and put a little seed back in.
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Tips for Loggers in High-Fire-Risk Areas
Be careful with open flames, welding torch and
metal cutting!
Restrict sparks from igniting brush.
Wet-down the immediate area before torching
or cutting.
Keep a charged water hose and water supply
on-hand.
Limit use of "warming fires". Make sure any fire
is fully contained (metal ring or rock ring on bare dirt):
Watch for flying sparks & embers!
Install a metal screen on top of fire to squelch sparks.
You may get a visit by NC or US Forest Rangers -- or a fly-over -- if
they see smoke in the woods!
Be sure that ashes/coals are dead-cold-out before you dump them, or
leave the site.
Feel the ashes/coals with the back of your hand….if you feel any
warmth, do not dump them!
Soak ashes/coals with water.
Keep debris cleaned out from machines to avoid equipment fires; any
fire will rapidly spread and burn in the woods.

station. It is illegal to burn anything other than yard debris.
Be sure you are fully prepared before burning. To control the fire, you
will need a hose, bucket, steel rake and a shovel for tossing dirt on
the fire. Keep a phone nearby, too.
Never use kerosene, gasoline, diesel fuel or other flammable liquids
to speed debris burning.
Stay with your fire until it is completely out.
These same tips hold true for campfires and barbeques as well.
Douse burning charcoal briquettes or campfires thoroughly with
water. When soaked, stir the coals and soak them again. Be sure
they are out cold and carefully feel to be sure they are extinguished.
Never dump hot ashes or coals into a wooded area.
Burning agricultural residue and forestland litter: In addition to the
rules above, a fire line should be plowed around the area to be
burned. Large fields should be separated into small plots for burning
one at a time. Before doing any burning in a wooded area, contact
your county ranger, who will weigh all factors, explain them and offer
technical advice.
Studies have shown that taking these and other measures can
reduce the possibility of wildfires. For more information on preventing
wildfire and loss of property, visit ncforestservice.gov.

Avoid parking hot machinery over tall, dry grass or vegetation.
Tips for Safe Debris Burning by Landowners
Careless debris burning is the top cause of wildfires in North
Carolina. The N.C. Forest Service encourages residents
considering debris burning to contact their local county forest ranger.
The ranger can offer technical advice and explain the best options to
help maximize the safety to people, property and the forest. Follow
these tips to protect property and prevent wildfires:
Consider alternatives to burning. Some types of debris, such as
leaves, grass and stubble, may be of more value if they are not
burned, but used for mulch instead.
Check local burning laws. Some communities allow burning only
during specified hours. Others forbid it entirely.
Make sure you have a valid permit. You can obtain a burning permit
at any N.C. Forest Service office or authorized permitting agent, or
online at http://ncforestservice.gov.
Keep an eye on the weather. Don’t burn on dry, windy days.
Local fire officials can recommend a safe way to burn debris. Don’t
pile vegetation on the ground. Instead, place it in a cleared area and
contain it in a screened receptacle, away from overhead branches
and wires.
Household trash should be hauled away to a trash or recycling
CLA Newsletter December 2016
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AS WE SEE IT…. HAPPY
HOLIDAYS By: Danny Dructor
It is always difficult to try
and speculate what might
happen between the time
that this editorial is written
and then goes to print 30 to
45 days later, and this is
one of those particularly
difficult times when the
elections have been held
and yet as of this writing we
do not know the outcome.
Regardless, we will have to
work with whatever
President and administration that is elected, and our issues will not
go away simply because one political party defeated the other in the
Presidential race. Let’s just hope that whomever is elected will listen
to the will of the people and place their values and needs over that of
any party.
As you read this, the staff of the American Loggers Council has
already made plans to visit DC in mid-December to get an idea of
what the transition might look like from one administration to the next,
and to see if there is a better opportunity to work across the aisle in
completing legislation in the 215th Congress set to begin work in
January.

timber and dedication to
protecting the environment as you
continue to provide the fiber that
is consumed on a daily basis by
those that do not know its true
source or the people that work
tirelessly to provide it.
Many of you will be able to be
with family and friends this
Christmas, and it is justifiably
right that you, as a member of
this invisible industry, come out of
the woods and take the
opportunity to enjoy the
companionship and fellowship of
those that appreciate what you do
and keep you going.

Danny Dructor is the Executive
Vice President for the American
Loggers Council with offices near
Hemphill, Texas.

God bless, and have a Safe and Merry Christmas!
Log safe!
The American Loggers Council is a 501 (c)(6) not for profit trade organization
representing professional timber harvesters in 32 states across the United
States. If you would like to learn more about the ALC, please visit their web
site at www.amloggers.com, or contact their office at 409-625-0206.

Just because the American Loggers Council is working for you,
doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t be involved in what’s happening.
Regardless of the results in the November election, we need all
hands on deck with loggers engaged at the grassroots level to get
the policy changes we need and ensure our industry is prosperous
for the future.
We have many issues to deal with for the industry, including truck
weight reform on the Federal Interstate Highway System, attracting
and retaining employees to the logging and log trucking industry,
working to develop and support markets for the products and
services we provide, and ensuring that our Federal Timber lands are
sustainably managed to support a viable timber sale program that
would help the many timber dependent communities across the
Nation.
While these are some of the issues, we know that there will be many
more to contend with in the future as we strive to tell our story to the
public where they will have a better understanding of what we do and
why we do it. Here at the American Loggers Council, we will do our
best to keep the public informed of your professionalism in harvesting
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Who Knew that Hot Dogs Could Be a Key Element of Safety?
During National
Truck Driver
Appreciation
Week,
KapStone’s
Roanoke Rapids
plant and
industry partners
hosted a safety blitz and hot dog lunch for all truck drivers.
Bernard Rose, Fiber Supply Manager for the KapStone Roanoke
Rapids Mill is serious about both safety and sustainability. For the
past several years, Bernard and his team served hot dogs for safety
during their annual truck driver appreciation week. “We give them a
safety gift, ask them what they want on their hot dog, and then use
this chance to talk to them about our four or five top safety topics.”
Recognizing that Safety doesn’t occur in a vacuum and that everyone
benefits from strategic partnerships, Bernard found support and
kinship within the industry. The Kapstone Mill’s 2016 event welcomed
safety leaders from Forestry Mutual Insurance, Carolina Loggers
Association and the Virginia Loggers Association. Together, they
talked safety over lunch.
“It shows the truck drivers that we care about their safety on and off
our mill property. They are part of our mill family and we want them to
be prosperous and safe,” said HR and Safety Manager Lisa Floyd.
In previous years KapStone has given safety gifts to drivers such as
safety glasses, hardhats and hi-viz vests. This year’s safety gift was
a pair of hi-viz work gloves and as always, the drivers were most
appreciative. Each driver also received
targeted industry safety information
from Forestry Mutual and both the
Carolina Loggers Association and
Virginia Loggers Association.
TALKING SAFETY OVER LUNCH
The safety points the KapStone team
emphasized with wood truck drivers
included following the log unbinding
policy; cleaning chips and dust from
the trailers; observance of train tracks
and stop signs; and wearing the
appropriate PPE (Personal Protective
Equipment, such as hard hats, safety
glasses, hi-viz safety vests, safety
shoes, gloves, etc.). In addition, the
team handed out Team Safe Trucking
cards that contained The 10 Point
Commentary Checklist and the Five
Point System to Space & Visibility.
Page 8

Ron Jenkins of the Virginia
Loggers Assoc. talks safety
with a driver.

“We tell them, ‘We appreciate you
respecting our safety guidelines,’”
Floyd said. “And then we talk about a
few things that they might improve.”
For instance, one driver was wearing
incorrect shoes and the team took the
opportunity to reinforce those
guidelines. Issues were certainly the
exception to what the KapStone Team
saw overall. For the most part, there
were noticeable improvements in
safety practices when compared to
former years, particularly in
compliance of PPE usage.
THINKING BIG AND ACTING SMALL

Ben White, Operations
It says a lot that so many busy
Manager for the Roanoke
KapStone professionals and their
Rapids Mill delivers a
Industry partners spent hours of their
safety message and lunch
workday participating in the safety blitz to a driver.
and interacting with the truck drivers.
It’s a small gesture that makes a big impression. “It means something
that we take the time to stop and talk with them,” Rose said. “They’re
a vital part of our business, and in many cases these trucks and
drivers are our industry’s primary interface with the general public
and a large part of our public image.”
“We also asked the drivers what we could do better,” Floyd said.
“A lot of them spoke very highly of KapStone, and they were very
appreciative of lunch and their safety gift. They also appreciated that
we had our management team and Industry experts there helping
with lunch and talking to the drivers,” Floyd added. We are grateful to
have the support of our strategic partners in the insurance and
logging industry. That sort of face-to-face interaction helps build
strong relationships with our vendors. Same goes for hot dogs.
The industry
partners and
KapStone team
working the grill
and discussing
safety with truck
drivers included
Keith Biggs,
Chris Huff, Jack
Keith Biggs, Jack Swanner, Chris Huff & Ellis Crew
Swanner, Ron
Jenkins,
Nannette Jenkins, Ben White, Steven Walker, Lisa Floyd, Judy
Barlow, Mark Britton, Sheila Clary, Joey Briggs, Ellis Crew, Wendy
Winstead, Donald Best, Joey Landen, Jay Winstead and Scotty
Jordan.
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ATTENTION NAFO Association Members
and Forestry Partners:
We have now passed the deadline for anyone to
challenge in federal court the EPA determination
that stormwater discharges from forest roads do
not warrant regulation under the Clean Water Act
and NO lawsuit has been filed. We are in the clear
(at least for now).
Several years ago, former NAFO VP for Government Relations
Catherine Karen initiated a weekly Friday morning telephone call to
secure co-sponsors for Rep. Jamie Herrera Beutler’s legislation to
declare forest roads as nonpoint sources under the Clean Water Act.
We held that call regularly through development of the legislation,
through appropriations riders, through the Supreme Court case
including two EPA comment periods, through our successful
amendment of the Clean Water Act in the 2014 Farm Bill, and finally
through comments leading to EPA’s determination last July. All of
you were on the call list (or your organization was). Your support and
help have been invaluable throughout this process and we thank you.
Rather than send this bcc as usual, I wanted everyone to know just
how extensive participation was – plus our members and yours!

for the state foresters to maintain their education and monitoring
programs. We urge you support those efforts and support the allimportant funding for those efforts. EPA relied in part on the vitality of
these programs as the basis for its negative determination.
Again, thank you for the tremendous effort you all put forth on the
litigation, on the legislation, and on the regulatory decision.
Chip Murray
Vice President for Policy & General Counsel
National Alliance of Forest Owners
(202) 747-0742
www.nafoalliance.org

While the EPA determination is secure, continued vigilance is
necessary. It is critical for forest owners to continue use of BMPs and
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Insuring Commercial Trucks Becoming
More Difficult – A True Story
Log truck insurance markets tightened dramatically.
Unfortunately, the trucking side of raw forest products production is
deteriorating rapidly. I’m concerned that major restrictions on
production are coming as the driver shortage grows and the ability to
insure trucks become a much bigger problem. Most of those involved
with the production (logging) side of the industry will have no choice
but to adjust their production to their ability to haul raw forest
products. I have yet to hear much from the wood consumer (mill) side
of the forestry industry saying their inventories are suffering but many
mill representatives have expressed their sincere concerns about the
situation.
Truck Driver Shortage

haul logistics by reducing loading and unloading wait times, as well
as, utilizing back hauls to improve truck revenues should all be
considered. Unfortunately these improvements will not offset the cost
needed to afford the trained professional drivers and equipment
upgrades many wood production operations need.
Let me say this loud and clear!
There are a number of well-run wood hauling operations that do a
great job representing the forest industry across the US and they
should be commended. Unfortunately they are having to suffer the
consequences brought on by those “in the boat” with them that are
not doing things the right way. Before the wood supply chain can
return to a sustainable and profitable process, the changes noted
here must begin immediately. Remember, our families and friends
are traveling the highways with these log trucks that provide a living
for most of us. We should all want trained professional safe drivers
driving them.

According to the American Trucking Association (ATA), nationwide
(US) commercial trucking was 50,000 drivers short at the end of 2015
and predicts that number will exceed 100,000 within 3 years. Drivers
retiring, drivers who no longer meet insurance or governmental
guidelines and drivers who simply get burned out driving trucks are
major factors in this rapidly increasing driver shortage. Let’s face it
there are very few young folks interested in driving trucks for a living.
I don’t know any, do you?
Insurance Concerns
Note this information from major credit rating agency Fitch RatingsChicago-28 April 2016: “U.S. Commercial auto insurance has
evolved into a chronically underperforming product segment for U.S.
property/casualty insurers... While the property and casualty industry
has reported three consecutive years of significant underwriting
profits, the commercial auto market reported an underwriting loss for
the fifth consecutive year in 2015.”
From another prospective, in its outlook for 2016 global insurance
broker Marsh noted that “many insurers have seen their combined
ratios deteriorate as commercial automobile loss frequency and
severity has increased. As a result, Marsh predicted that brokers and
insureds will need to look at alternative markets. Insureds and
insurers need to focus on loss control techniques, including driver
safety training, fleet maintenance and the use of telematics through
vehicle monitoring devices”, Marsh said.
Forest Industry Specific Solutions
The forest industry must begin to train and require professional
drivers or insurance will become very difficult to attain. Some owners
and managers, in the back of their mind, say “we can’t do that” since
we can barely make it work now. I say the forest industry must take
this step now or we will all suffer much greater consequences in the
long run. Adequately trained drivers and well maintained trucks/
trailers will come at a price and adjustments will have to be made on
the trucking side of the production equation. Movements to improve
Page 10
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ALC Holds Annual Meeting

Over 180 attend Annual Membership Meeting in Panama City Beach, Florida
Hemphill, Texas (October 11, 2016) –The American Loggers
Council (ALC) recently held its
22nd Annual Meeting in Panama
City Beach, Florida, on Sept. 29 –
October 1, 2016 and had over
180 attendees including loggers,
and sponsors that have helped
support the work of the Council.
This is the first time that the
loggers have returned to Florida
since 2006 when Charles Johns
served as President of the organization.
The three day conference
included a logging tour on Neil
Family Land and Timber, hosted
by Tim Southerland with B & K
Land & Timber and Beard
Equipment. Technical sessions
included discussions on
attracting and retaining logging
business employees led by
Wendy Farrand—Recruiting Employees
Wendy Farrand and Succession
Planning and Market development lead by Tom Trone with TNT
Consultants.
Congressman Bruce Westerman
of Arkansas received a
President’s award for his efforts
in the U.S. House of
Representatives to promote
sustainable forest practices on
both federal and private lands
and Rocky Bunnell, a logger and
ALC Board member from New
Congressman Bruce Westerman
Hampshire, also received a
President’s award for his leadership and service to the American
Loggers Council in promoting more participation in the ALC’s Spring
Washington, DC Fly-In .
M.M. Wright’s Frank Myers and
Stephen Wright received the
prestigious Timber Harvesting
“Logging Business of the Year
Award” presented this year by
Hatton-Brown’s own D.K. Knight.

M.M. Wright, Inc.
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The American Loggers Council’s
National Logger Activist Award
that recognizes a logger who

has demonstrated unselfish time and efforts to promote the timber
harvesting profession was presented to Jack McFarland with
McFarland Timber Company located in Winnfield, Louisiana.
The Board of Directors and
Membership meetings were held
on October 1st and included
committee reports from the
legislative, transportation,
biomass, communications,
membership, Master Logger and
nomination committees and was
highlighted by the adoption of a
strategic action plan as a result L—Jack McFarland, R– Richard Schwab
of work done during the year by the ALC Executive Committee and
Board of Directors that includes more policy work in Washington, DC
as well as better communications between the organization and not
only the loggers they represent but the general public as well.
Ladies were treated to shopping experience in nearby Destin, Florida
followed by lunch and a scenic drive down Florida’s famous Highway
30A.
Attendees opened their pocketbooks on Friday evening at the annual
ALC auction where over $18,000 was raised to further support the
work of the Council and another $3,000 for the Log-A-Load for Kids
program.
During the closing President’s
dinner on Saturday night,
President Richard Schwab from
Perry, Florida introduced as the
new President of the American
Loggers Council, Mississippi
logger Ken Martin. Oregon
Logger Mark Turner, Alabama
logger Chris Potts and Missouri
Logger Shannon Jarvis filling
ALC President—Ken Martin
the Vice Presidents and Committee. Mr. Martin stated in his remarks
that “I humbly accept this position as President of the American
Loggers Council and fully intend in taking the steps necessary to
accomplish our goals as set out in the newly adopted strategic action
plan” before officially adjourning the meeting.
About American Loggers Council
The American Loggers Council is a non-profit
501(c)(6) organization representing timber
harvesting professionals in 30 states. For more
information contact the American Loggers
Council office at 409-625-0206 or visit their
website at www.amloggers.com.
CLA Newsletter December 2016
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Federal Judge Halts
Overtime Rule
Until a final decision is reached, employers may
continue to follow the existing overtime rule
A federal judge in Texas put the brakes on the Department of Labor's
(DOL's) new federal overtime rule, which would have doubled the
Fair Labor Standards Act's (FLSA's) salary threshold for exemption
from overtime pay.
Twenty-one states filed an emergency motion for a preliminary
injunction in October to halt the rule. They claimed that the DOL
exceeded its authority by raising the salary threshold too high and by
providing for automatic adjustments to the threshold every three
years.
The states' case was consolidated last month with another lawsuit
filed by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and other business groups,
which raised similar objections to the rule.
The overtime rule was scheduled to take effect December 1 and
would have raised the salary threshold from $23,660 to $47,476. The
rule also provided for triennial adjustments based on the 40th
percentile of weekly earnings of full-time salaried workers in the
lowest-wage Census region.
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TEAM Safe Trucking
The forestry industry continues to experience a high number of truck
crashes related to the transport of materials and products. Major
financial loss, personal injuries and a negative public perception of
the forest industry has resulted from these accidents. Efforts to
identify factors contributing to such accidents are revealing that load
center of gravity, secondary road conditions and truck driver skill are
major factors when these crashes occurs.
TEAM Safe Trucking Initiative was formed as a national cooperative
effort to create an awareness, educational and training programs that
will be available to all who have log and chip hauling operations or
exposure to such operations. TEAM Safe Trucking consists of
representatives from logging companies, raw wood products
consumers, insurance representatives, logging/forestry associations
and other concerned individuals.
Forestry Mutual Insurance Company organized and hosted the first
TEAM Safe Trucking (TST) meeting in Raleigh, North Carolina on
July 28, 2015. Since that first meeting, TST has become a topic of
interest throughout the US forest industry. With input from TST
members, a TEAM Safe Trucking power point was developed as a
way educate the forest industry of the rapidly deteriorating trucking
segment of our industry. The TST Awareness power point has
captured attention across the country at various forestry and logging
association venues.
A second meeting was held in conjunction with the SCTPA annual
meeting in Myrtle Beach, SC on February 5, 2016. The following
individuals were elected to lead TEAM Safe Trucking into the future:
Rick Quagliaroli, President; Richard Schwab, Vice President;
Jeremiah O’Donovan, Treasurer and JJ Lemire, Secretary.
Development of a driver training program, awareness materials, a
website, a research project and regional TST groups are underway.
In its outlook for 2016, insurance broker Marsh noted that many
insurers have seen their combined ratios deteriorate as commercial
automobile loss frequency and severity has increased. Marsh
predicted that brokers and insureds will need to look at alternative
markets. Insureds and insurers need to focus on loss control
techniques, including driver safety training, fleet maintenance and the
use of telematics through vehicle monitoring devices, Marsh said.
TEAM Safe trucking needs the moral and financial support of forest
industry to begin the process of turning things around to a positive
direction.
TEAM Safe Trucking mission: To reduce accidents through effective
fleet management, increasing the number of safe, qualified drivers in
order to deliver a sustainable and profitable supply chain.
For more information contact: Rick Quagliaroli at
rick@swampfoxagency.com or call 843-203-5468 or Jimmie Locklear
at jlocklear@forestrymutual.com or call 910-733-3300 to schedule
the TST presentation.
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